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How Productive Are We?

Do you know, what is the most most valuable thing??? (the word has been repeated to stress 
on the importance)

"In the beginning"

This beautiful three-word sentence has so much of depth in it...it points us various things. few 
of them are

a) Before the beginning there was nothing.

b) It was the starting point

c) The clock started ticking

So, the first thing that happened is "the time". THE MOST IMPORTANT AND VALUABLE OF ALL, 
IS THE TIME. Everything in this world has a time. There is a time to sow, a time to germinate, a 
time to grow, a time to bloom, a time to bear, a time to harvest and so on. You name any... 
everything has a set time. Even we have a set time... So, there is a fixed time for everyone. 

Are we using the allocated time, for productive purpose or are we wasting our time, doing 
nothing?

Ephesians 5:15,16

Be very careful, then, how you live—not as unwise but as wise, making the most of every opportunity, because 
the days are evil.

Scripture says, if you are not productive for HIM then you are favouring Satan. Even sitting idle 
without doing any work is itself a sin. It’s said "an empty mind is the devil’s workshop". Not 
allowing our mind to think positive or constructive is itself the waste of the beautiful mind 
given to us, and the time designated for us. 

When Sun can rise on time, flowers can bloom in its time, why do we delay in doing our things 
on time. Do not use your designated time in useless thoughts, actions or talks. Clock is 
ticking...very limited time is left. 

Hurry up... when you realise that your time is limited, you will start valuing life, relationship, 
your surroundings, your environment, your existence, everything around you, will make sense 
and will be important for you.

Do not waste your possessed time...it is only yours. Use it for the right thing. 

USE YOUR TIME WISELY.

Shalom to all!
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